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ABSTRACT In the last few years, Internet of Things, Cloud computing, Edge computing, and Fog
computing have gained a lot of attention in both industry and academia. However, a clear and neat definition
of these computing paradigms and their correlation is hard to find in the literature. This makes it difficult for
researchers new to this area to get a concrete picture of these paradigms. This work tackles this deficiency,
representing a helpful resource for those who will start next. First, we show the evolution of modern
computing paradigms and related research interest. Then, we address each paradigm, neatly delineating
its key points and its relation with the others. Thereafter, we extensively address Fog computing, remarking
its outstanding role as the glue between IoT, Cloud, and Edge computing. In the end, we briefly present
open challenges and future research directions for IoT, Cloud, Edge, and Fog computing.
INDEX TERMS Fog Computing, Cloud Computing, Edge Computing, Internet of Things, Mobile Cloud
Computing, Mobile Edge Computing

I. INTRODUCTION

In the last decade, we have witnessed a significant evolution
of computing paradigms. The most known and consolidated
one is surely Cloud computing, a paradigm born from the
necessity of using “computing as a utility” [1], thus allowing
easy development of new Internet services. Cloud computing
has been an extremely popular research topic until an overwhelming spread of smart devices and appliances, namely
Internet-of-Things (IoT), has pointed out all the limitations
of such a centralized paradigm.
The IoT revolution has opened new research perspectives,
leading to an increase of interest in decentralized paradigms.
In this light, Edge computing made its way [2], with the
idea of providing the power of the Cloud at the network
edge, tackling most of the new challenges that Cloud computing alone cannot address, such as bandwidth, latency,
and connectivity. As a result, several implementations of
the Edge computing principles have been proposed [3], [4],
amongst others: Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), Cloudlet
Computing (CC), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).
In this Edge computing fashion, Fog computing emerged
from the crowd representing the highest evolution of the Edge

computing principles. Indeed, Fog computing aims at representing a complete architecture that distributes resources horizontally and vertically along the Cloud-to-Things continuum
[5]. As such, it is not just a trivial extension of the Cloud,
rather a new actor interacting with Cloud and IoT to assist
and enhance their interaction. However, research related to
Edge and Fog computing is still in the early stages and
new different perspectives on these paradigms continuously
appear in the literature, making it difficult to have a clear idea
about their foundations. A lot of effort has still to be done to
put these emerging computing paradigms in practice.
Contribution of the Paper. What is Fog computing? How
does it differ from Edge computing? How these paradigms
relate to Cloud computing and IoT? What are the foundational characteristics of these computing paradigms and their
different implementations (such as MCC, CC, MEC)?
In this paper, we aim at answering all these questions by
providing an analysis of the foundations and evolution of major modern computing paradigms, namely Cloud computing,
IoT, Edge computing, and Fog computing. The focus of the
paper is not to propose yet another survey about a single
computing paradigm, but to highlight the foundational dif1
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ferences between all these paradigms and how they relate to
each other in terms of evolution of the computing paradigm.
With this aim in mind, terms like Mobile Cloud Computing,
Cloudlet Computing, and Mobile Edge Computing will also
be framed.
In particular, the contribution of the paper can be summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

Roadmap and statistics related to computing paradigms:
we provide an analysis of research trends related to
the main modern computing paradigms: IoT, Cloud
computing, Edge computing, and Fog computing. The
analysis is conducted by providing a roadmap of the
evolution of each term and a discussion about causes
and consequences related to their evolution;
Definition and clarification of keywords: we define
and clarify the difference between the following terms:
IoT, Cloud computing, Edge computing, Mobile Cloud
Computing (MCC), Cloudlet Computing (CC), Mobile
Edge Computing (MEC), and Fog computing.
Manifest of Fog computing: we clearly locate Fog computing in respect with other similar paradigms, marking
the difference between them and explaining why Fog
computing can be considered the glue between IoT,
Cloud, and Edge computing; thus, what are the main
benefits it drags in.
Open Challenges: we briefly discuss some of the key
challenges that are still open in IoT, Cloud, Edge, and
Fog computing, in order to highlight some significant
research directions for those who are interested in the
field.

Ultimately, the paper aims at providing the groundwork for
those interested in Edge and Fog computing who cannot find
their way in the jungle of keywords and definitions available
in the literature. Indeed, we give a clear and structured picture
of those paradigms, based on a careful analysis and comparison with other existing computing paradigms and related
concepts. To the best of our knowledge, this represents the
key novelty of the paper, filling a gap in the related literature.
Outline of the paper. The paper is organized as follows.
Section II presents an analysis of research trends related to
IoT, Cloud computing, Edge computing, and Fog computing.
Section III and Section IV provide background concepts
related to Cloud computing and Internet of Things, respectively. Section V analyses the emergence of IoT that brings us
to the post-Cloud era. Section VI describes Edge computing
and clarifies its main related concepts: MCC, CC, MEC.
Section VII extensively discusses Fog computing, pointing
out its main benefits. Section VIII shortly outlines open
challenges and research directions for IoT, Cloud, Edge, and
Fog computing. Finally, Section IX wraps up and concludes
the paper.
II. THE ROADMAP FOR COMPUTING PARADIGMS

In this section, we present a roadmap that drives us through
first appearance and research trends related to the main

topics addressed in this paper: IoT, Cloud computing, Edge
computing, and Fog computing.
A. METHODOLOGY

The results presented in this section have been obtained
according to specific criteria. Manuscripts were filtered based
on the presence or absence of keywords in the title of the
document. Keywords of interest were: Cloud computing,
Internet of Things, Edge computing, and Fog computing.
IEEE Xplore Digital Library (DL) [6] and ACM Digital
Library (DL) [7] have been used as data sources.
The reason behind these choices is that we aim at giving an idea of research trends related to specific keywords,
rather than providing a comprehensive and detailed statistical
analysis of the literature. Thus, we assume that the results
highlighted from the analysis of the aforementioned main
databases reasonably reflect common trends of the scientific
community about recent computing paradigms.
B. FIRST APPEARANCE

First of all, we looked for the first appearance of each keyword. For some keywords, it was difficult to accurately assess
the year of the first appearance, since the meaning of terms
might have been slightly changing in the last decade. Nevertheless, an approximate timeline is depicted in Figure 1.
As shown in the picture, the idea of Edge computing first
appeared in the literature in 2004-2005 with the concept of
pushing the application logic and data to the edge of the
network [8], [9].
Subsequently, Cloud computing and IoT appeared. The
term “Cloud computing” was first used by Google and
Amazon in 2006. Eric Schmidt, Google CEO, mentioned
it in the Search Engine Strategies (SES) conference [10],
while Amazon referred to the Cloud as a commercial product
[11]. Later, in 2008, scientific papers about Cloud computing
also appeared [12], [13]. About Internet of Things, although
the concept first appeared in 1999 by the Auto-ID Center
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) [14], first
literature works are dated 2006 [15], [16].
Fog computing has instead a clear origin. It was first
mentioned and defined in 2012 by Flavio Bonomi at CISCO
[17].
C. STATISTICS

In order to better understand research trends of computing
paradigms, we analyzed the scientific activity related to each
of them and we compared it with the interest for Internet of
Things. The results are drawn in Figure 2.
Even though the concept of Edge computing appeared in
the literature before Cloud computing (as discussed in Subesection II-B), the latter has clearly been the leading paradigm
of the last decade, with more than 500 publications since
2010 and peaks of about 1200 publications in 2014 and 2016.
On the other hand, the interest in Edge and, subsequently, Fog
computing have been constantly increasing over the last few

2
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FIGURE 1: First appearance of IoT, Cloud, Edge, and Fog computing in the literature.

years, with a sudden growth in 2017, when the number of
publications has been more than duplicated for both of them.
Looking at the IoT curve, some interesting correlations
can be observed. It appears that the interest in Edge and Fog
computing is directly linked to Internet of Things. Indeed,
with the increase of scientific papers about IoT, there is a
growth of the interest in Edge and Fog computing. Conversely, the relation between IoT and Cloud computing seems
to be opposite. In fact, the steady growth of attention for IoT
of the last few years is slightly reducing the interest in Cloud
computing.
D. COMMENT AND DISCUSSION

We are aware that the analysis conducted so far can be
considered neither comprehensive nor exhaustive, because it
is based on the presence or absence of keywords in the title
of scientific documents and it only relies on two main digital
libraries. Nevertheless, we think that the results are interesting and realistically represent research trends related to the
major modern computing paradigms. Moreover, this work
can represent a starting point for those interested in Edge
and Fog computing, as in the rest of the paper we will drive
the reader through the jungle of keywords and definitions
available in literature and we will provide a structured picture
of these paradigms on the basis of a careful analysis and
comparison with related computing paradigms and concepts.
Cloud computing is undoubtedly the main computing
paradigm of the last decade and it will still be a key research
subject for several years. Nevertheless, the sudden spreading
of IoT has undermined its strength. Indeed, there are several
challenges related to IoT that Cloud computing can hardly

address. Therefore, the interest for Edge computing has increased, because of its aim of tackling the IoT challenges
with the move of the computation at the edge of the network.
In this transition, Fog computing made its way, embodying
the rising paradigm that fully bridges the gap between Cloud
computing and IoT.
This is the base on which the rest of the paper is built.
III. CLOUD COMPUTING

Nowadays, Cloud computing is a well-known paradigm.
However, for the sake of readability and self-containment
of the paper, we consider relevant to recap its basic notions.
This also allows us to define a common terminology that is
going to be used throughout the rest of the paper. For these
reasons, fundamentals about Cloud computing are provided
in this section.
A. DEFINITION AND ARCHITECTURE

NIST [18] defines Cloud computing as “a model for enabling ubiquitous, convenient, on-demand network access
to a shared pool of configurable computing resources (e.g.,
networks, servers, storage, applications, and services) that
can be rapidly provisioned and released with minimal management effort or service provider interaction”.
The reference architecture for Cloud computing [19] is
depicted in Figure 3. It provides a high-level overview of
the Cloud and identifies the main actors and their role in
Cloud computing. Each actor is an entity, i.e. a person or an
organization, that either takes part in a transaction/process or
performs some tasks in Cloud computing. There are five main
3
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FIGURE 2: Temporal evolution of the number of scientific publications related to IoT, Cloud, Edge, and Fog computing.
Databases used as sources: IEEE Xplore DL [6] and ACM DL [7]

actors: Cloud Provider, Cloud Consumer, Cloud Broker,
Cloud Carrier, Cloud Auditor.
The Cloud Provider is an entity that provides a service to
interested parties. The Cloud Consumer is an entity that uses
a service from, and has a business relationship with, one or
more Cloud providers. The Cloud Broker is an entity that
mediates affairs between Cloud providers and Cloud consumers, and that manages the use, performance, and delivery
of Cloud services. The Cloud Carrier is an intermediary
that supplies connectivity and delivery of Cloud services
from Cloud providers to Cloud consumers. Finally, the Cloud
Auditor is a party that conducts independent assessments
of the Cloud infrastructure, including services, information
systems operations, performances, and security of the Cloud
implementation.
In terms of interactions, there are several possible scenarios [19]. Generally, a Cloud consumer may request a Cloud
service from a Cloud provider, either directly or via a Cloud
broker. A Cloud auditor conducts independent audits and
may contact other actors to collect the necessary information.

B. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The essential characteristics of Cloud computing are summarized below [18]:
• On-demand self-service: computing capabilities can be
provided automatically when needed, without requiring
any human interaction between consumer and service
provider;
• Broad network access: computing capabilities are available over the network and accessible through several
mechanisms disposable for a wide range of client platforms (e.g., workstations, laptops, and mobile devices);
• Resource pooling: computing resources are pooled to
accommodate multiple consumers, dynamically allocating and deallocating them according to consumer
demand. In addition, the provider resources are location
independent, i.e. the consumer does not have any knowledge or control of their exact location;
• Rapid elasticity: computing capabilities can flexibly be
provided and released to scale in and out according
to demand. Thus, the consumer has the perception of
unlimited, and always adequate, computing capabilities;

4
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FIGURE 3: NIST Cloud computing reference architecture (source [19])

•

Measured service: resource usage can be monitored and
reported according to the type of service offered. This is
particularly relevant in charge-per-use, or pay-per-user,
services because it grants great transparency between
the provider and the consumer of the service.

A Cloud infrastructure is a collection of hardware and
software that empowers the aforementioned essential characteristics of Cloud computing.
IV. INTERNET OF THINGS

Over the past decade, Cloud computing has been the predominant paradigm. According to this trend, computing, control,
and data storage have been centralized and moved into the
Cloud [20]. On the other hand, Internet of Things (IoT) is
now becoming widespread. In 2017, there were about 20
billion IoT connected devices and this number will grow to
about 30 billion in 2020, and will more than duplicate by
20251 . The emerging IoT brings in many new challenges that
Cloud computing has a hard time to meet, due to its own
drawbacks.
In this section, we provide fundamentals about Internet of
Things.
A. DEFINITION

The term “Internet of Things” was originally coined in 1999
by Kevin Ashton, executive director of the Auto-ID Center
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT), and then
it has assumed several slightly different meanings. Today,
there is no unique and commonly accepted definition of IoT
and several formalizations can be found on the web and in
1 https://www.statista.com/statistics/471264/iot-number-of-connecteddevices-worldwide/ [Accessed on January 15th, 2018]

the literature [21]–[24]. In this work, the definition given
by the International and Telecommunication Union (ITU) is
assumed: Internet of Things is “a global infrastructure for
the information society, enabling advanced services by interconnecting (physical and virtual) things based on existing
and evolving interoperable information and communication
technologies (ICT)” [25]. In this context, a thing is intended
as “an object of the physical world (physical things) or the
information world (virtual things), which is capable of being identified and integrated into communication networks”,
while a device is “a piece of equipment with the mandatory
capabilities of communication and optional capabilities of
sensing, actuation, data capture, data storage and data processing” [25].
In simple, Internet of Things is a collection of computing
devices (namely, things) interconnected via the Internet and
aimed at offering services addressed to all types of applications, while security requirements are fulfilled [25].
B. ARCHITECTURE

A number of different IoT architectural models can be found
in the literature [25]–[27], but, to the best of our knowledge,
the most commonly used is based on three architectural
levels [27]–[31]: Perception (or Sensing) layer, Network (or
Transmission) layer, Application layer. The three-layer IoT
architectural reference model is depicted in Figure 4. Each
architectural layer is characterized by the devices that belong
to it and by the functions performed.
The Perception layer has the aim of acquiring data from
the environment (such as light, temperature, pressure, humidity, etc.) through the help of sensors and actuators. Basically,
the main goal of this layer is the detection and collection of
information before transmitting it to the network layer. The
5
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Network layer is the middle one and its aim is to provide
functions of data routing and transmission to the proper destination. Therefore, the main goal of this layer is efficiently
transmitting data within heterogeneous networks and without
losing information. Internet gateways, switches, routers, and
other network devices operate at this layer. The Application
layer is the highest one and it uses the information received
from the bottom layers in order to implement different services and applications. This layer usually contains the user
interface, the formulas related to data models, the business
logic and all that is needed for the specific IoT service or
application.
C. ESSENTIAL CHARACTERISTICS

The main features of Internet of Things are summarized
below [24], [25], [32]:
• Interconnectivity: everything in IoT can be interconnected with the global communication and information
infrastructure;
• Things-related services: IoT is able to provide thingrelated services within the constraints of things, such
as privacy protection and semantic consistency between
physical and virtual things;
• Heterogeneity: the devices in IoT can be based on different networks and/or hardware platforms. Moreover,
they can interact with different service platforms and/or
devices through different networks;
• Constrained resources: IoT usually involves devices
characterized by energetic and computational constraints;
• Dynamic changes & uncontrolled environment: in
IoT, the devices state (e.g., sleeping/awake, connected/disconnected) and context (e.g., location, speed)
change dynamically. Therefore, IoT devices are part of
an uncontrolled environment which is characterized by
unstable surroundings and in which interactions among
devices are unreliable due to both unstable network connectivity and device state dynamic changes. In addition,
the number of devices can dynamically change;
• Huge scale: the number of devices that have to be
managed and that have to communicate with each other
is huge and it will be even more in the future. Moreover,
the ratio of communications triggered by devices will
steadily grow to the detriment of human-triggered communications. Even more critical will be the management
and interpretation of data generated by such devices
with the aim of sharing information with each other.
V. THE POST-CLOUD ERA

The emerging of IoT lets the post-Cloud era begin. Most of
IoT data are currently processed in the Cloud, but the close
interaction between Cloud and IoT introduces several new
challenges that cannot be fully addressed by Cloud computing alone. In addition, there has been an increasing number
and variety of smart clients and powerful edge devices,
such as smartphones, tablets, edge routers, industrial and

consumer robots, smart vehicles, etc.. In this context, Edge
computing has become feasible and extremely interesting,
and so has done Fog computing, as the highest evolution of
the Edge computing principles.
In this section, we give a brief overview of the challenges
that IoT drags in [17], [20], [33] and that are driving the
increasing interest for Edge and Fog computing, as solutions
to such difficulties [4].
Low Latency

Both industrial control systems [34] and IoT applications
[17] often require low latency (within a few milliseconds)
and jitter. This requirement is definitely not within reach of
the Cloud computing paradigm.
High Network Bandwidth

The increasing number of IoT connected devices is increasingly generating a large amount of data [35]. Sending all
this data toward the Cloud requires incredibly high network
bandwidth and it is often useless or not permitted (e.g. due to
data privacy concerns). Thus, the data generated at the edge
of the network often needs to be stored and processed locally
without involving the Cloud.
Limited Resources

Several IoT devices (such as sensors, drones, cars, etc.) have
very limited resources. It means that they are not able to
interact directly with the Cloud, since these interactions often
require either complex protocols or intensive computation.
As a result, devices with resources constraints have to rely
upon an intermediate layer of devices to connect to the Cloud.
IT & OT Convergence

Recently, with the advent of Industry 4.0, industrial systems
are experiencing the convergence of Operational Technology
(OT)2 and Information Technology (IT)3 [36]. This trend
brings new business priorities and operational requirements.
Indeed, incessant and safe operation is often a priority in
modern cyber-physical systems, since an offline system can
cause a remarkable business loss or an unacceptable customer inconvenience. As a consequence, updating hardware
and software in such systems is an issue. The result is the
need for a new architecture that reduces the necessity of
system updates over time.
Intermittent Connectivity

Some IoT devices (e.g., vehicles and drones) have intermittent network connectivity. As a result, it is difficult to provide
uninterrupted Cloud services to such devices. Therefore, it
is necessary to rely on an intermediate layer of devices to
alleviate or solve the issue.
2 Hardware and software systems used to monitor and control physical
processes.
3 Hardware and software systems used to process, transmit, and store
business data.
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FIGURE 4: Three-layer IoT architectural model

Geographical Distribution

A. DEFINITION

The great number of IoT devices requiring computation and
storage services is distributed in vast geographical areas
[37]. Therefore, it is hard to find a location for the Cloud
infrastructure that allows meeting all the requirements of IoT
applications. An intermediate layer of devices is useful to
bridge this gap.

According to [39], “Edge computing refers to the enabling
technologies allowing computation to be performed at the
edge of the network, on downstream data on behalf of Cloud
services and upstream data on behalf of IoT services”. Basically, the idea is to extend Cloud computing to the network
edge with the aim of having the computation at the proximity
of data sources, i.e., IoT devices.
This layer can be implemented in different ways. However,
all the different implementations are designed with the Edge
paradigm in mind, therefore many similarities are present.

Context Awareness

Many IoT applications, such as vehicular networks and augmented reality, require to access and process local context
information (e.g., user location, network conditions, etc.)
[38]. This requirement does not fit the Cloud computing
centralized approach due to the physical distance between
IoT devices and central computing.
Security and Privacy

Emerging IoT security and privacy challenges are unique.
Today, cybersecurity solutions aim at defending enterprises
and consumers providing perimeter-based protection through
firewalls, Intrusion Prevention Systems (IPSs), and Intrusion
Detection Systems (IDSs). Unfortunately, this paradigm is no
longer adequate to address the new security challenges that
IoT brings in [31], [33].

Addressing these challenges requires radical changes to existing paradigms. That is where Edge and Fog computing
come in, providing a new technological pattern aimed at
creating the missing link in the Cloud-to-Things continuum.
VI. EDGE COMPUTING

Edge computing is an emerging paradigm born of necessity to move the computation at the edge of the network.
Although the first appearance of Edge computing in the
literature is previous to the Cloud, the increasing interest for
Edge computing starts with the emerging of IoT and related
new challenges.
In this section, we first describe the main idea behind
Edge computing, then, we define the main implementations
of the Edge computing paradigm, clarifying their difference:
Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC), Cloudlet Computing (CC)
and Mobile Edge Computing (MEC).

B. EDGE COMPUTING IMPLEMENTATIONS

The Edge computing principles can be put in practice in
several ways, in terms of the type of devices, communication
protocols, and services [3], [4]. The major implementations
of Edge computing are described below.
1) Mobile Cloud Computing & Cloudlet Computing

Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is based on the idea of
mobile offloading: mobile devices should delegate storage
and computation to remote entities in order to reduce the
workload and optimize objectives like energy consumption,
lifetime, and cost. MCC was originally conceived with the
idea of moving data storage and data processing from inside
mobile devices to the Cloud, bringing mobile applications
to a wider range of users and not only to the ones with a
powerful smartphone [40]. Today, the concept of MCC has
been extended with the Edge computing paradigm in mind.
The new vision is to delegate data processing and data storage
to devices located at the edge of the network, rather than
implementing them into the Cloud [38].
The most common implementation of this new vision of
MCC is Cloudlet Computing (CC). Basically, CC consists of
using cloudlets to perform data processing and storage close
to end devices. A cloudlet is a trusted, small Cloud infrastructure, located at the edge of the network and available for
nearby mobile devices [38], [41], that collaborates with the
Cloud to compute the results and then sends them back to
mobile devices [42].

7
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2) Mobile Edge Computing

The Mobile Edge Computing (MEC) is an implementation of
the Edge computing paradigm that brings Cloud computing
capabilities (e.g., computation and storage) to the edge of the
mobile network, inside the Radio Access Network (RAN)
[38], [43]. MEC nodes are generally located with the Radio
Network Controller or with a large base radio station [3].
The deployment of Cloud services inside the RAN provides several benefits, such as location/context awareness,
low latency, and high bandwidth [38], [43].
3) Differences and Similarities

The aforementioned implementations of Edge computing
share some features. First of all, they have the same aim:
to extend Cloud capabilities to the edge of the network.
Also, they rely upon a decentralized infrastructure, even
though, it is accessible through different types of networks
(e.g., wireless, mobile, Bluetooth) and composed of diverse
devices (e.g., cloudlets, MEC nodes). In addition, all Edge
implementations provide a set of benefits, mainly originated
from the proximity to the edge of the networks: low latency,
context and location awareness, high scalability and availability, and support to mobility.
Undoubtedly, even if these implementations share the
same goal and a number of features, they present some
differences. They can be deployed in different ways, both
in terms of the type of devices and proximity to end users.
For instance, the deployment of MEC nodes is linked to the
mobile network infrastructure, while MCC has a wider scope.
There are differences also in terms of entities eligible to
own these infrastructures. For example, since MEC nodes are
bound to the edge of the mobile network infrastructure, only
telecommunication companies can provide MEC services,
while any entity can deploy an MCC infrastructure.
Clearly, here we discussed only a subset of differences
and similarities between Edge computing implementations.
Detailed comparisons can be found in the literature [3], [38],
[42], [44].
VII. FOG COMPUTING

Fog computing is often considered as an implementation
of Edge computing [3], [38], [39], [42], [45]. Indeed, Fog
computing provides distributed computing, storage, control,
and networking capabilities closer to the user [46].
However, in our vision, Fog computing is not yet another
implementation of Edge computing, it is rather the highest
evolution of the Edge computing principles. Indeed, Fog
computing is not limited to only the edge of the network,
but it incorporates the Edge computing concept, providing
a structured intermediate layer that fully bridges the gap
between IoT and Cloud computing. In fact, Fog nodes can
be located anywhere between end devices and the Cloud,
thus, they are not always directly connected to end devices.
Moreover, Fog computing does not only focus on the "things"
side, but it also provides its services to the Cloud. In this
vision, Fog computing is not only an extension of the Cloud

to the edge of the network, nor a replacement for the Cloud
itself, rather a new entity working between Cloud and IoT to
fully support and improve their interaction, integrating IoT,
Edge and Cloud computing.
In this section, we define Fog computing and comment on
its architectural model. Finally, we point out the main benefits
of such a paradigm.
A. DEFINITION

The first definition of Fog computing dates back to 2012
when CISCO defined it as “a highly virtualized platform that
provides compute, storage, and networking services between
end devices and traditional Cloud computing Data Centers,
typically, but not exclusively located at the edge of network”
[17]. Subsequently, several works have been defining Fog
computing in the literature [20], [47]–[50].
Amongst others, Vaquero et al. [51] proposed a “comprehensive” definition of Fog computing: “Fog computing is a
scenario where a huge number of heterogeneous (wireless
and sometimes autonomous) ubiquitous and decentralized
devices communicate and potentially cooperate among them
and with the network to perform storage and processing tasks
without the intervention of third-parties. These tasks can be
for supporting basic network functions or new services and
applications that run in a sandboxed environment. Users leasing part of their devices to host these services get incentives
for doing so”.
One year later, Yi et al. [52] came up with a similar definition of Fog computing: “Fog computing is a geographically
distributed computing architecture with a resource pool consists of one or more ubiquitously connected heterogeneous
devices (including edge devices) at the edge of network
and not exclusively seamlessly backed by Cloud services,
to collaboratively provide elastic computation storage and
communication (and many other new services and tasks) in
isolated environments to a large scale of clients in proximity”.
In this work, we comply with the definition of Fog computing provided by the OpenFog Consortium [53], thus we
consider Fog computing as “a system-level horizontal architecture that distributes resources and services of computing,
storage, control and networking anywhere along the continuum from Cloud to Things, thereby accelerating the velocity
of decision-making”.
Analyzing this definition, some key concepts can be extrapolated. First, Fog computing is a distributed approach. It
descends from its Edge computing nature and derives from
the need for overcoming the limitations of the centralized
approach of Cloud computing. Secondly, Fog nodes can be
placed anywhere between end devices and Cloud infrastructure. This flexibility with the location of Fog nodes is one
of the most distinctive features of Fog computing from the
different implementations of Edge computing. Finally, the
definition of Fog computing includes the Cloud-to-Things
continuum. It remarks on the idea of Fog computing as a
smart extension of Cloud computing aimed at bridging the
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gap with IoT devices. Therefore, Fog computing should not
be seen as a replacement of the traditional Cloud architecture,
but rather as a new architecture that puts together Cloud
computing, Edge computing, and IoT.
B. ARCHITECTURE

Over the last few years, defining the architectural model
of Fog computing has been a hot research topic. Most of
research works related to the topic refer to a three-layer
architecture composed of Cloud, Fog, and IoT [31], [44],
[47], [52], [54]. Furthermore, the OpenFog Consortium has
defined a broader N-layer reference architecture [55], which
can be considered a refinement of the three-layer one. In this
subsection, an overview of the Fog architecture is given.
1) Three-layer Architecture

The essential three-layer architecture of Fog computing is
depicted in Figure 5. It derives from the main idea of Fog
computing as a non-trivial extension of Cloud computing
in the Cloud-to-Things continuum. Indeed, it presents an
intermediate layer (namely, the Fog layer) bridging the gap
between Cloud infrastructure and IoT devices. The three
layers composing the architecture are described below [44].
IoT Layer

This layer is composed of IoT devices, such as sensors, smart
vehicles, drones, smartphones, tablet, etc. Usually, they are
extensively geographically distributed and mainly aimed at
sensing data and sending them to the upper layer for storage or processing. Nevertheless, devices with considerable
computational capabilities (e.g., smartphones) might also
perform some local processing before involving upper layers.

moved from Cloud to Fog layer in order to reduce the load
on Cloud resources and increase the efficiency.
2) OpenFog N-Tier Architecture

The N-tier architecture proposed by the OpenFog Consortium [55] is depicted in Figure 6. It is mainly aimed at
giving an inner structure to the Fog layer of the three-layer
architecture (Subsection VII-B1), driving the stakeholders
when it comes to deploying Fog computing in a specific
scenario. Indeed, although the deployment of Fog software
and Fog systems is scenario-specific, the key features of the
Fog architecture remain evident in any Fog deployment.
The idea is to have, again, three main entities (matching
the three-layer architecture proposed in Subsection VII-B1):
endpoints/things, Fog nodes, Cloud. However, the Fog layer
is further composed of several tiers of Fog nodes (N-tiers)
and, the farther nodes move away from end devices, the
more they gain computational capabilities, thus intelligence.
Each upper level in the Fog layer increasingly refines and
extracts relevant data, rising the intelligence at each level.
The number of tiers in a specific deployment depends on
the scenario requirements, such as: number of end devices,
load and type of work addressed by each tier, capabilities
of nodes at each tier, latency requirements, and so on. In
addition, Fog nodes on each layer might be linked together
to form a mesh able to provide additional features, such as
resilience, fault tolerance, load balancing, and so on. It means
that Fog nodes are able to both communicate horizontally and
vertically within the Fog architecture.
In this N-tier vision, Fog nodes can be grouped according
to their proximity to endpoints and Cloud:
•

Fog Layer

This layer is the core of the Fog computing architecture. It
is composed of a large number of Fog nodes. According
to the OpenFog Consortium, a Fog node is “the physical
and logical network element that implements Fog computing
services” [53]. Fog nodes are able to compute, transmit,
and temporary store data and they can be located anywhere
between Cloud and end devices. As a result, on the one
hand, Fog nodes are directly connected to end devices to
offer services. On the other hand, they are connected to the
Cloud infrastructure to both provide and obtain services. For
instance, Fog nodes might benefit from Cloud storage and
computational capabilities, while providing users’ context
information.
Cloud Layer

This layer is mainly composed of the centralized Cloud
infrastructure (discussed in Section III). It is composed of
several servers with high computational and storage capabilities, and provides different services. Differently from the
traditional Cloud computing architecture, in the Fog architecture some computation or services might be proficiently

•

•

lowest tier: Fog nodes in the lowest layer usually command and control sensors and actuators and are mainly
focused on acquiring, normalizing, and collecting data;
intermediate tiers: Fog nodes in the intermediate layers
are mainly focused to filter, compress, and transform
data received from the lower layer. In general, these
nodes have more analytic capabilities;
highest tier: Fog nodes nearest to the Cloud are typically
in charge of aggregating data and building knowledge
out of them.

C. THE BENEFITS OF FOG COMPUTING

Fog computing is a distributed paradigm acting as an intermediate layer between Cloud computing and IoT [56]. As
such, it serves as the glue between Cloud computing, Edge
computing, and IoT. This is the hallmark of Fog computing,
but it also drags a number of benefits that it is relevant to
point out.
Although the advantages of Fog computing are usually
summarized as CEAL [20], [50], we believe that Security is
one of them, thus we refer to the advantages of Fog computing as SCALE [46]: Security, Cognition, Agility, Latency,
Efficiency.
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Core

Cloud

Fog

IoT
Edge

FIGURE 5: 3-tier architecture of Fog computing.

Security

The Fog paradigm offers a new perspective on security. In
this context, security is considered a base building block of
the architecture rather than an additional, and often overlooked, feature to add on top of it. As a matter of fact,
the OpenFog Consortium [57] is actively working on the
definition of a reference architecture of Fog computing that
has security as the first pillar [55]. Particularly, the OpenFog
Security Group (SWG) has drawn up the main security
goals of Fog computing [58] that we have reinterpreted and
summarized as follows:
• Security as a Pillar (SECaaP): Fog computing as an
intrinsically secure paradigm itself, that takes over the
role of responsive, available, survivable, and trusted part
in the Cloud-to-Things continuum;
• Security as a Service (SECaaS): Fog computing as a
security service provisioned to other entities, ranging
from powerful Cloud servers to weak IoT devices.
Thanks to the proximity of Fog nodes to these entities,
the Fog infrastructure can both offer basic security services (e.g., protecting resource-constrained endpoints
that often cannot adequately secure themselves) and
improve existing security solutions (e.g., strengthening
mechanisms for identity verification) [46]. This should
be accomplished without interfering with the business
process of the involved applications/services and respecting their domain structure.

communication, control, and storage capabilities along the
Cloud-to-Things continuum, building applications that better
meet clients’ needs.
Agility

The development of a new service is usually slow and expensive, due to the cost and time needed by large vendors
to initiate or adopt the innovation. The Fog world, instead,
offers rapid innovation and affordable scaling, being an open
marketplace where individuals and small teams can use open
development tools (e.g., APIs and SDKs) and the proliferation of IoT devices to offer new services.
Latency

The Fog architecture supports data processing and storage
close to the user, resulting in low latency. Thus, Fog computing perfectly meets the request for real-time processing,
especially for time-sensitive applications.
Efficiency

The Fog architecture supports the pooling of computing,
communication, control, and storage functions anywhere between Cloud and IoT. In this vision, the Fog infrastructure
“pushes” capabilities from the Cloud and “pulls” capabilities from powerful IoT devices (e.g., smartphones, tablets,
laptops, etc.), integrating them in the Fog infrastructure,
increasing the overall system performance and efficiency.

Cognition

The Fog infrastructure is aware of customers requirements
and objectives, thus it distributes more finely computing,

In the literature, a number of other advantages and characteristics of Fog computing are discussed, often with a different
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FIGURE 6: OpenFog N-tier architecture of Fog Computing (source: [55])

outline [17], [44], [49], [52], [54], [56]. Nevertheless, we
believe that the advantages presented in this section are
generic enough to be considered the key concepts from which
the other features derive.
VIII. OPEN CHALLENGES

Described the IoT, Cloud, Edge, and Fog paradigms, a natural
question arises: what are the main technical challenges that
community has still to address in order to realize the potential
of each paradigm? This section aims at giving a first tentative
answer to this question. We do not aim to extensively review
all the technical challenges affecting these paradigms, but
we want to give a brief overview of some of the key open
challenges that, in our opinion, should be part of future
research directions in the field.
A. CLOUD COMPUTING

Despite being around for the longest amount of time, Cloud
computing still faces numerous challenges.
In particular, many parties involved in Cloud computing
see Cloud security as a challenge [59]. Researchers have also
identified the reliability of services provided by the Cloud
as a major issue. When critical functionality is provided by
a small number of data centres, it might prove disastrous if
one of the data centres becomes unavailable. Research efforts
to mitigate this focus on minimizing the overhead incurred
from disaster recovery, and improving VM migration techniques [60].

Sustainability is another challenge that warrants more
research [61]. Cloud data centres require vast amounts of
energy to work, and research is being done to minimize
energy usage through by optimizing resource provisioning
and management policies, but also by other means such as
the investigation of new system architectures [60].
Cloud networking infrastructure has a number of open
issues of its own, as identified by Moura and Hutchison
in [62]. Some notable issues are related to network utilization, data congestion, Cloud federation, and network-capable
Hypervisors.
B. IOT

With the advent of smart devices, there has been a trend
towards minimization of energy/resource consumption. Increasing battery life and otherwise optimizing the energy
usage of connected devices is seen as one of the major challenges [63] in this field. Promising advances are being made
in various directions, such as wireless energy harvesting [64].
The security of IoT devices is identified by many as a
critical field that is full of open challenges. These challenges
cover both physical security and software security. Some
identified challenges relate to lightweight authentication protocols, low-power networks, and awareness/education [65].
There are also various open challenges regarding forensics in
IoT networks [66].
Privacy is closely related to this and plays a large role for
IoT devices that users might directly interact with. This type
of devices faces unique challenges regarding the privacy of its
11
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users, e.g. when collecting health-related data. Research into
privacy models that can manage the complexity of determining which devices in an IoT network have (and should have)
access to privacy-sensitive data is an open challenge [66].
Silva et al. [67] state that there is a need for evaluation of
holistic IoT approaches, where interaction between multiple
systems as well as Cloud infrastructure is taken into account,
instead of focusing on the capabilities of one component.
Other open challenges identified in their work relate to highavailability IoT networks, reliability, scalability, and interoperability. Interoperability is also discussed in [68], wherein
the authors argue that one aspect that makes this particularly
challenging is that the most lightweight devices can be extremely constrained in their capabilities, but must still be able
to communicate and interoperate with other devices.
C. EDGE COMPUTING

Edge computing, with its idea of moving the computation at
the edge of the networks, drags a number of challenges that
are still to be addressed.
Shi et al. [39] identify programmability of Edge devices as
a challenge. Currently, there is a large gap in flexibility between programmability of Cloud services and Edge devices,
which needs to be addressed. Secondly, there exists a need for
naming schemes that can handle the vast amount of devices
that the Edge is predicted to provide. These schemes should
fit in highly dynamic environments. Additionally discussed
challenges relate to security and privacy, data abstraction,
service management, and optimization problems.
Another perspective is explored by Li et al. [69], wherein
they consider network openness (to various parties), exploring multi-service operations and new business models,
robustness and resilience, and security and privacy as the
major challenges for Edge computing.

computing, as there will be many more (clusters of) nodes
communicating with each other in the Fog paradigm. And
while heterogeneity is an issue for both the Fog and the Edge,
it is expected that Fog devices will be more uniform in their
capabilities than Edge devices.
IX. CONCLUSION

Nowadays, Internet of Things, Cloud computing, Edge computing, and Fog computing represent the most advanced computing paradigms. However, with a first look at the literature,
it might be difficult to fully understand their main differences
and similarities, as well as, the way they relate to each other.
In this light, our work provides clarification about those
concepts resulting in what can be considered a first paper to
be read for those who start their research in Edge and Fog
computing.
First, we gave an idea of how the different paradigms
evolved and what the main research trends are today. Then,
starting from this global picture, we focused on each of
the paradigms, explaining main characteristics, architecture,
and main features, along with considerations on how they
interact and influence each other. We concluded by remarking
how relevant Fog computing is and arguing that Fog is the
glue that keeps IoT, Cloud and Edge computing together.
Also, a brief overview of open challenges and future research
directions for IoT, Cloud, Fog, and Edge computing was
provided as food for thought.
This manuscript was born from the necessity of providing
a clear picture of the current state of computing paradigms
and their relation. This is the kind of work that we would have
liked to find in the literature when we first started digging
into Edge and Fog computing, thus, we consider it a helpful
resource for those who will start next.
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